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this festival is observed in tamil nadu, kerala, karnataka, and andhra pradesh. it is a harvest festival
that is celebrated in south india in tamil nadu and kerala and some parts of karnataka. it is the

harvest festival of the sugarcane farmers. the festival is also called as pongal. it is also called as
somarat and aavani avittam. during this festival, people perform a special pooja called avani

avittam. this festival is celebrated to mark the end of the season of harvesting and has its own
significance. avani avittam is a form that is predominantly observed in south india. avani avittam is
most popular in tamil nadu and some parts of karnataka. it is a harvest festival that is observed on
the first day of the tamil month chithirai (april). it is also called as the first mango season. it is the
harvest festival of the sugarcane farmers. the festival is also called as pongal. it is also called as

somarat and aavani avittam. during this festival, people perform a special pooja called avani
avittam. this festival is celebrated to mark the end of the season of harvesting and has its own

significance. avani avittam is an important festival in our hindu religion. the veda chants (athvayi)
are only performed during this festival. this is performed in four parts, which are satya avittam,

shukla avittam, shukla avittam, and dvija avittam. the satya avittam is performed on the first day of
the festival called as avani. in this veda avittam, veda chants are performed in four forms, which are

as follows: panchavi veda, the philosophy of life is imparted to the devotees and they are
encouraged to follow this philosophy. sudha veda, the path to salvation is imparted to the devotees.

karma veda, the path to salvation is imparted to the devotees by getting the knowledge of all the
dharma shastras. charanam veda, the ways of attaining salvation, kindness, devotion, humility, and

self control are imparted to the devotees. dinakara veda, all the veda chants are imparted to the
devotees. veda avittam is performed for one day only, thus making it the shortest of all vedic rituals.
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when they have to
complete very early in the
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spend time to go to places
where upakarma is

conducted collectively.
even some of the elders in
our family too are helped
by these documents and
audio. hello!! thanks for
the post. i can't help but
chuckle at the comments
of the'merchants' in the

first image that goes with
the post. it goes to show

how even the richest
people in the world are not
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immune to acquiring
blessings. did you know

that vishnu used to live off
of the alms given by the
merchant who sold the
material to him that he

was given to eat? in
return, vishnu had to do

the service of that
merchant. this was
deemed as the holy

material made from metal,
crystal, gold, copper, red
earth, black earth, white
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earth, wooden materials,
etc. did you know that the
purity of this material and
its quality was judged as
per the merchant? in the
case of shiva, he too was
offered food by the same

merchants that had
cooked food meant for

vishnu. shiva had to serve
the same patrons as

vishnu. this was one of the
reasons why even people

worship both the deities at
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the same place. and this
fact, is as it is, not just for
our present day society,
but throughout history,

and most importantly for
the people of india!

worshiping as per the
caste system is not
something that is

practiced by vishnu, but
this is the lowest form of

worship.it is said that
vishnu was born a fish and
a bird and was re-born as
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a king. even when he
appeared in this form as a

king, it was still not
considered the highest
form of worship.due to

this, vishnu is seen as the
lowest form of worship.
but this is only the case
for not knowing and not
following all the 4 vedas.
when the time comes for
me to know the shastras,
and i do, i shall properly
worship vishnu as the
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supreme being.
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